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I offer a collection of 25 User Sets, described below, that are designed to facilitate the playing of a 
variety of styles on the Roland FR-7x virtual accordion. To order, just email me at the email 
address above, and whenever you are ready to make the purchase I will send you an invoice 
through Paypal. You can pay from your own Paypal account or with a credit card. I will 
immediately send all of the programming, plus instructions, as email attachments. You only need 
to download the files and transfer the 7x files to a flash drive for importing to the 7x. Feel free to 
ask whatever questions you have before and after the purchase. 
The price of the programming is $125. Included in this price is whatever advice you need to install 
and use the programming. If you eventually sell your 7x, please either restore the unit to factory 
defaults or let the buyer know that my programming should not be distributed freely. 
Please see my web site at www.noelaccordion.com for demonstrations and tutorials for the FR-7x.  
 
IMPORTANT! You should have the most recent system installed. I also use the Alpine & 
AccOrchestra expansions for many sets and registers. Please let me know if you do not have 
these.  
Individual set titles are listed on the following page. After familiarizing yourself with the sets and 
the organization of each set, you should be able to quickly go to the set and register you desire for 
specific songs, and I would anticipate that you will not need to refer to any reference sheet. I do 
provide a complete description of each set, but because of the systematic way the sets are 
organized, this description should only have to be consulted infrequently. 
I have numbered and named each set for ease of communication. You are free to install the sets 
into any position. Just follow the instructions that I provide with the sets. 

Pre-Installation Review 
1. System 1.04, 1.05, or 1.06? When you turn on the 7x, the system information should briefly 

be displayed on the screen. You need at least system 1.04, and I would recommend that you 
upgrade to the most recent system before installing my sets. 

2. Expansions? A: ALPINE and/or B: AccOrchestra (or vice-versa) will briefly be displayed 
upon startup. You need both of these. 

 
Please let me know if you have any questions about the system or expansions. 
 
See the next page for a general description of the Sets. 
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List	  of	  Sets	  (	  DECEMBER	  2015)	  
56 XMAS1  Sleigh Ride, Silent Night, Do You Hear..., similar to 57. 

57 XMAS2 Carol of the Bells, Drummer Boy, Silver Bells, and more. 

58 CELTIC Irish and Scottish styles. Bagpipes & Drums are also included. 

59 OBER  Includes Alpine Expansion Voices. Good for Oberkrainer style Polkas & Waltzes, Viennese, 
Sound of Music, etc. Acoustic accordion by itself is in register 1 and 2. 

60 POLKSAX Many settings consistent with Cleveland style polkas. Guitar or Banjo chording. Strong 
percussion. 

61 POLKA Mixed Tuba bass. Strong percussion. Similar to 60, but with . 

62 FRENCH  French accordion sounds, both jazzy & traditional musette. Acoustic accordion by itself in reg. 
1-3. Django guitar sound in regs. 4 & 5. 

63 ITALIAN  Schmaltzy Italian with accordion, strings, guitar, mandolins. Play the classic Italian accordion 
sounds. Tarantella, waltzes,  etc. Acoustic accordion by itself in reg. 1-2. 

64 SOLOACC 2 Similar to 74, but with more of a musette accordion sound.. Regs. 6-9 entirely acoustic 
accordion in the treble and bass which you can use for “traditional” accordion songs rather 
than going to one of the factory sets. Regs. 1-4 are acoustic with bowed bass. Regs. 11-14 with 
piano bass. 

65 PATRIOTIC  Regs with horns & snare drum for Marches. Reg 6 just for snare roll. Banjo for songs such as 
Yankee Doodle.)  

66 DIXIE A great set for Dixie and Zydeco. Banjo, muted trumpet, horns, piano. Two bass styles for 
Dixie. 

67 COUNTRY  Organs, Guitars, Violins, Acoustic Sounds. The rhythm is intended to be strong, as in typical 
western music. Banjos in Reg. 13, acoustic guitar only in Reg. 5. 

68 BIGBAND  Nice set with percussion for songs such as In the Mood in registers 5 & 10. Sax, horns, 
clarinet, organ, piano all featured. 

69 FOXY Fox Trot emphasis with percussion suitable for dancing.  

70 JAZZY  A set with jazzy sounds, with light percussion. Jazz Doos and Jazz Scat in reg. 5 & 6. 

71 BLUESY Finger bass, percussion, for a stronger bass sound. 

72 LATIN  Settings that can be used for Tangos—reg. 1-3, Bossa—reg. 6, rhumbas—most registers, 
Samba—reg. 13-14, Cha Cha Reg. 10, and more. 

73 STRINGS  Contains some of the prettiest, richest sounds. A lot of strings, accordion, blends of various 
voices. Good for ballads, many waltzes. Features the bowed bass for a softer sound. 

74 SOLOACC  This set is a different organization from others. Regs. 6-9 are entirely acoustic accordion in the 
treble and bass which you can use for “traditional” accordion songs rather than going to one of 
the factory sets. Regs. 1-4 are acoustic with bowed bass. Regs. 11-14 with piano bass. 

75 MEX+ Herb Alpert style in regs. 1-5. Tex Mex and more in remaining registers, with plucked bass and 
guitar chord. Treble includes accordion, guitar, strings, and a hint of the “wailing” trumpet in 
reg. 11. 

76 WORLD1 Asian, Calypso, Hawaiian, Greek, Jewish, Russian. 

77 ROCK   Can play hard or soft rock. Beatles, Surfin’ USA, Night Fever, Rocky, and more. Emphasis is 
on Guitar, Steel Guitar, Organs, Horns. Option of AccOrchestra or Alpine-Only set.  

78-80  SONG SETS These sets are for individual songs, mostly ones that I’ve done on youtube, such as Czardas, 
Sabre Dance, “Phantom of the Opera,” “Pink Panther, and “2001: A Space Odyssey.” Plus 
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Chariots of Fire, Mission: Impossible, The Swan, Tico Tico, Good/Bad/Ugly, and others.  


